Amyloids, Congo red and the apple-green effect
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This paper attempts to find evidence of the previously proposed opinion that amyloids complex with Congo red molecules which preserve their supramolecular organization. As evidence of the overpowering tendency of Congo red molecules to self-assemble, we present an increasing acidity of molecules that follows increasing concentration of the dye, and a highly notable nonlinear increase in absorbance in the UV band (300–400 nm). This effect is analyzed in a model where the amyloid fibril is simulated by polyvinyl alcohol, providing a scaffold to stabilize a long Congo red micelle. Enormous absorbance in the UV band, coupled with the increasing association capabilities of individual Congo red molecules may cause the absorbance to extend even into the visible band. In addition, the UV and visible absorbance bands shift significantly, depending on conditions, and may either approach or recede from each other, leading to spectral changes which may be observed under polarized light. This commonly observed spectral variability appears to be associated with the strong capacity for electron delocalization in supramolecular Congo red complexed with amyloids.
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INTRODUCTION

The relation between amyloids and notable pathologies has long been known, and amyloids themselves have been an object of studies for nearly 100 years. However, despite many in-depth analyses, their nature has not yet been revealed sufficiently.

Clearly, the ultimate object of research is to propose therapies which would prevent or counteract the formation of amyloids in living tissues. This, however, calls for a thorough understanding of the phenomenon.

In amyloid research, Congo red (CR) is very frequently used as a specific marker of amyloid fibrils (although the dye is also capable of binding to some other proteins, e.g. albumin and also to cellulose). Congo red self-associates in aqueous solvents, forming ribbon-like micellar structures. Analysis under polarized light of post-absorption emission spectra of complexes formed by Congo red and amyloids reveals optical activity which manifests itself as a green glow. This is referred to as the apple-green effect. Many authors consider it as evidence that Congo red has become complexed with fibrils, and in some cases the effect is even taken as a necessary condition for detection of the amyloid itself. An open issue is whether Congo red retains its supramolecular character when interacting with fibrils, or whether it binds as a collection of individual molecules, attached to specific groups in the amyloid (as it is often suggested) (Frid et al., 2007; Carter et al., 1998; Lendel et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2009; Klunk et al., 1989; Turnell et al., 1992). The presented paper attempts to resolve this issue.

A detailed explanation of the complexation mechanisms would also help us to better understand the nature of amyloids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents. Congo red (97% purity) and Evans blue (EB), Titan yellow (TY) and Bromophenol blue (BB) were purchased from the Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company. Polyvinyl alcohol was purchased from Chempur Poland. Dextran was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Nanotubes were purchased from the Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company. All reagents, including the above-mentioned ones, were of analytical grade.

Laboratory equipment. Standard electrophoresis was used for analysis of the micellar nature of Congo red and other dyes, and to study the complexation capabilities of various matrices, such as polyvinyl alcohol.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) method (DynaPro MS800 Protein Solutions Inc.) was applied in the measurements of hydrodynamic radius. Microscopic analysis was conducted using a Carl Zeiss Jena fluorescence microscope equipped with a polarizer extension.

The spectrophotometer used in the analysis was purchased from Hitachi Japan.

Experimental methods. Electrophoretic analyses on agarose and polyacrylamide gels were conducted under standard conditions. TrisHCl buffer (0.05 M, pH 8.0) was applied. Micellar nature of Congo red was revealed in electrophoresis on a polyacrylamide gel at 15% density. Dimension of structures formed by Congo red and other dyes was assessed by measuring dispersion (hydrodynamic radius) in DLS. However, molecular masses were not computed due to the unusual shape of these micellar structures.

Comparative dialysis was also conducted to measure the permeation capabilities of Congo red and bromophenol blue (BB) in a dialysis bag entirely saturated with
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Congo red. Both, the Congo red and bromophenol blue were used at concentrations of 10^{-6} M. The dyes were dissolved in a Tris/HCl buffer (0.05 M, pH 8.0, 0.9% NaCl) and dialyzed against 1000 ml of the same buffer.

The spectra of Congo red and other dyes were analyzed in the UV and visual range. Because of variable positions of Congo red absorption bands on the wavelength scale, our discussion refers only to the wavelength range of 300–400 for UV and 400–600 for the visible light. The desired absorbances of Congo red in spectrophotometric analyses were obtained by adding specific quantities of a dye (in the microliter range) at initial concentrations of 2.5 mg/ml to 1 ml of a suitable buffer. In case of EB and TB, a stock solution was used (3.2 mg/ml concentration).

Polyvinyl alcohol was adjusted to 1% concentration in solutions used.

Amyloids were obtained by digestion of IgG light chains (Bence-Jones) with pepsin, in accordance with (Linke et al., 1973).

The spectrum of Congo red in complex with carbon nanotubes was obtained following sonication of nanotubes with Congo red and preparation of a solute from which the free (uncomplexed) fraction of Congo red was subsequently filtered out using PTFE membranes (Merck Millipore Ltd).

Spectra of control samples were obtained in 0.05 M Tris/HCl pH 7.4, 0.9% NaCl buffer, and 0.05 M acetate buffer (pH 4.3).

Modeling complexation of Congo red by amyloids to acknowledge the apple-green effect. Mixtures formed by adding Congo red to polyvinyl alcohol or Dextran were dried on microscope slides under a warm airstream. This was followed by mechanically coercing the scaffold fibers in complex with Congo red to form a coherent structure by applying pressure that slowly shifted across the slide by using blunt metal or glass tools. The resulting optical activity was analyzed under polarized light.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Amyloid – ordered protein aggregation

A well-documented stage of the formation of amyloid deposits is the transformation of native proteins into partially unfolded structures (Colon et al., 1992; Khurana et al., 2001). This is usually accompanied by exposure of nonpolar fragments of the polypeptide chain which under normal circumstances are packed in the central part of the protein (Kauzmann, 1959; Kalinowska et al., 2017; Dygut et al., 2016). This, in turn, leads to aggregation in an aqueous solvent. Spontaneous aggregation of denatured proteins, induced e.g. by increased temperature, typically results in amorphous aggregates (Chiti et al., 2017); however, in the case of amyloidogenic proteins the process is not chaotic and instead produces fibrillar structures. This fact alone appears inexplicable. A question emerges: what mechanism directs the aggregation of protein molecules to form coherent fibrils, despite the fact that amyloids involve proteins of varying origin?

The most popular explanation refers to the multistage process of amyloidogenesis, where formation of fibrils is preceded by formation of dimers or oligomers, limiting the structural possibilities for further aggregation while promoting linear assembly which eventually produce a fibril (Fig. 1) (Krishnan et al., 2012; Kayed et al., 2003; Modler et al., 2003; Harper et al., 1997; Nelson et al., 2006). Pratim Bose et al., 2010; Serpell, 2000; Huang et al., 2006; Schormann et al., 1998).

While amyloidogenesis may also result in amorphous aggregations, fibrils are generally regarded as “typical” amyloid forms (Kayed et al., 2003). Notably, the fibril is also a highly durable structure.

In contrast to globular proteins, whose structure is an expression of the biological program encoded in their amino acids sequence, amyloids emerge as a result of uncontrolled, spontaneous aggregation.

Congo red

Congo red is a popular dye, but also a known amyloid stain. Chemically, it is a symmetrical, planar, elongated molecule with a nonpolar central part and distally placed polar groups. Dyes from this family which also include Evans blue and Trypan blue, among others (Fig. 2), exhibit a strong tendency to self-assemble, even though...
the cohesiveness of the resulting micelle is usually lower than in the case of Congo red. This may be caused by the presence of substituents which hamper close association, e.g. in Trypan blue. Self-associating dyes do not produce spherical micelles. Instead, they tend to adopt ribbon-like forms which is a consequence of their symmetrical structure (Skowronek et al., 1998; Herbst et al., 2018).

Given the ribbon-like character of the micelle, coupled with exposure of nonpolar surface, we may expect a dye in the self-assembled form to bond to different fibrillar structures. A basic question arises: do such dyes interact with amyloids or other proteins as coherent micelles or as individual molecules (Stopa et al., 2006; Roterman & Konieczny, 2018).

The above question is of critical importance – if the specificity of complexity arises as a consequence of micellar properties, it would radically alter our views regarding the interaction of Congo red with amyloids. It would also pave the way towards use of this dye as a drug carrier, capable of targeted delivery of therapeutic compounds to areas where amyloid aggregates are found. This is enabled by noncovalent stabilization of supramolecular structures which provide a way to incorporate various external compounds via intercalation – a promising approach from the perspective of pharmacology (Jagusiak et al., 2018; Nummelin et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2015).

There is a growing evidence that Congo red interacts with amyloids in the described fashion. The specificity of this interaction can be explained by the physical properties of the dye micelle, rather than pairwise interactions between dye molecules and functional groups exposed by the amyloid.

Unlike in the “single molecule” interaction scenario, the mutual affinity of elongated fibrils and ribbon-like micelles is facilitated by large contact areas, supporting a multitude of weak (even nonspecific) interactions which combine to form a strong complex. Under these conditions specificity is underpinned by structural properties.

Congo red tends to form supramolecular structures in aqueous solvents. Thus, supramolecular interactions may be reasonably expected in the case of amyloids. Supramolecular Congo red in solution may be revealed e.g. by DLS measurements comparing the dispersion effects, which provides an indirect measure of the molecular masses of Congo red and bromophenol blue – dyes which share similar molecular masses and charge distributions, but differ with respect to self-association capabilities. Unlike Congo red, BB is not a planar molecule, exhibiting very low propensity for self-association, particularly in an alkaline environment. In effect, it is usually found as a collection of individual molecules (Fig. 3). For the reasons stated above, BB may be used as a control structure.

Supramolecular aggregations may be also detected by dialysis, which retains CR while allows BB to filter through (Fig. 4).

The presence of a stable supramolecular form of CR in aqueous solutions is also revealed by electrophoresis on dense (15%) polyacrylamide gel. This process reveals significant differences in migration for both dyes, unlike agarose gels where both dyes migrate at very similar rates. It shows that CR, whose migration in polyacrylamide gels is decreased, is composed of larger entities, most likely due to this dye’s micellar characteristics (Fig. 5).

It also turns out that strong association of Congo red molecules alters their physicochemical properties. Thus, self-association is not a purely mechanical phenomenon. Congo red electrophoresis on agarose gels indicates variability in migration depending on the dye concentration: higher concentration results in a stronger association and in consequence a faster migration. This evidences a change in the pK of polar groups, driven by progressive association of the dye molecules (Fig. 6) (Stopa et al., 2010).
Figure 6. The increase in Congo red migration rate along with the increasing concentration of the dye seen in electrophoretic analysis. Straight lines in the main figure present this effect and its possible dampening by DMSO (used in the range of 0–50%). Direct experimental presentation of this effect (fragment) is shown in Inset A, while Inset B explains the reason for migrational dependence of the dye on concentration, as caused by variable acidity of molecules – a, b – quick alteration of pH in the presence of polyvinyl alcohol (1%) favoring self-assembly of the dye.

The above phenomenon, though unusual, points to a new and interesting property of Congo red: higher concentrations promote association, thereby increasing acidity of the dye. Association of Congo red proceeds by way of face-on contact, mainly between the aromatic rings located in the central, nonpolar part of the molecule. The process involves π-electrons which may travel along the ribbon-like micelle (if its length is sufficient) – a phenomenon referred to as the ring current. As a result, charges tend to congregate in the polar regions of the ribbon (Spólnik et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016; Sahakyan et al., 2013), while the large central fragment is relatively devoid of electrons. This, in turn, triggers polarization of bonds and results in increased acidity. Elongation of the ribbon exacerbates this effect. Migration of electrons along the ribbon is perpendicular to the planar arrangement of individual molecules. On the other hand, individual Congo red molecules enable horizontal intra-molecular electron delocalization due to their resonance character and planar elongated structure. Only when molecules associate and form long ribbon-like supramolecular structures their electrons (mostly contributed by the central benzene rings) undergo inter-molecular delocalization which is perpendicular to the molecular plane. Therefore, a competition emerges between horizontal delocalization (determined by the dye’s covalent structure) and delocalization which is perpendicular to the plane of the molecule (dependent on the non-covalent organization). Equilibrium may hence be affected by different external stimuli.

**Self-assembling visualization by spectral effects**

Inevitably, association affects the dye’s spectrum, mostly in the UV range. The absorption band is present at 300–400 nm. As it turns out, absorption in this band nonlinearly increases as the concentration of Congo red and its ordered structure increases, engaging more molecules in the absorption of light. It confirms the emergence of a new characteristic property of the dye and clearly reflects the effects of stronger association (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). Variability involves not just the degree of absorbance, but also the location of maxima in the UV and visible bands (Fig. 9). These maxima were either closer or farther apart depending on analytic conditions. In our observations, the spacing of UV and visible absorption bands of Congo red oscillates in the range of 35 nm, depending on conditions employed. Compare for example spectra in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

Support for spectral visualization of self-assembling has also come from using two isomeric dyes: Evans Blue (EB) and Trypan Blue (TB), which differ in self-assembling tendency. That tendency is high for EB and poor for TB because of a disadvantaged position of sulfonic groups in the TB molecules. Figure 10 shows the different respective spectral changes at increasing concentration of the dyes obtained by addition of a stock dye solution (2.5 mg/ml).

**Reinforcement of supramolecular Congo red structures by scaffolding**

Interestingly, relatively stable micelles may also be obtained under lower dye concentrations; however, this re-
quires a suitable structural scaffold – potential candidates include above all the fibrillary structures.

Dextran, a branching alpha-saccharide used in this study, turned out to be inert and largely incapable of binding Congo red. Better results were obtained with gelatin and – most of all – polyvinyl alcohol. The absorbance of Congo red in the UV band increases significantly in the presence of polyvinyl alcohol, reflecting increased association of the dye. Polyvinyl alcohol itself is an associate of fibrillary structures which - at higher concentrations – produce dense, viscous solutions. At lower concentrations, and especially upon heating, the chains dissociate, either partially or entirely. In this state, polyvinyl alcohol may bond to Congo red. This process is reversible and eventually each substance reverts to its original form. If the complex is incubated for a day or longer, it returns to a state of low absorbance. This shows that the mutual cohesion of strands of polyvinyl alcohol overwhelms the stability of the alcohol/dye complex (Fig. 11).

In binding Congo red – which is already a supramolecular system – polyvinyl alcohol effectively lengthens and reinforces the ribbon structure formed by the dye. Covalently stabilized fibrils of polyvinyl alcohol provide a structural scaffold for noncovalently bound aggregates of Congo red. In the absence of alcohol, Congo red forms micellar structures consisting of several molecules. Longer micelles may occasionally appear, but they are rather unstable and break up easily into smaller fragments. Introduction of the scaffold enables much longer associates to emerge.

When Congo red binds to amyloids, the latter fulfill the role of a scaffold (Fig. 12). As it was mentioned before, the dye/amyloid complex has specific spectral

Figure 9. Spectrophotometric evidence of the influence of rapidly increasing UV absorption upon visible light absorption of Congo red. The visible light shift toward UV.

Figure 10. The use of isomeric dyes, Evans blue (EB) and Trypan blue (TB), which differ in self-assembling tendency to reveal spectral effects indicating formation of highly compact supramolecular structure allowing delocalisation of electrons as a reason of the observed non-linear optical changes. Step-wise increase in concentration was obtained by the addition of equal portions of stock solution of the dye (3.2 mg/ml). Bars indicate increments in absorption (presented in conventional scale).

Figure 11. Reversible complexation of Congo red and polyvinyl alcohol.
A – Absorption spectrum of Congo red measured immediately after heating to 100°C and than cooling to room temperature – thin line. The same sample 22 hours later – dashed line. B – reversible complexation of Congo red with polyvinyl alcohol – model interpretation. Short red lines – Congo red, black lines – polyvinyl alcohol playing a role of a scaffolding structure.

Figure 12. Amyloid fragment stained by Congo red seen under polarised light.

Inset – proposed model of complexation of amyloid with Congo red. Amyloid fibrils providing a structural scaffold for supramolecular Congo red. Short red lines – Congo red molecules, vertical thick lines – amyloid fibrils scaffolding the complex.
properties which can be studied under polarized light. In particular, spectral analysis of Congo red/amyloid complexes under polarized light reveals an emission in the green region. This emission does not, however, match precisely the absorption spectrum of Congo red in the visual band and usually exhibits a shift towards the yellow region. This is referred to as the apple-green effect (Fig. 12). Causes of this phenomenon remain not fully explainable. Here we present our studies concerning this problem.

The apple-green effect

It is interesting to speculate whether, and if so – to what extent, the supramolecular nature of Congo red and its capability for electron delocalization contribute to the apple-green effect.

Ordered arrangement of Congo red molecules in complex with amyloids seems to be the main cause of its optical activity. Specific direction in which the light is emitted depends on the direction of fibrils which act as a scaffold (Howie et al., 2008). Such an optically active system may be studied under polarized light. Notably, the color of the emission does not fully correspond to the Congo red absorption spectrum: emissions are often shifted towards longer wavelengths, with the yellow component becoming more pronounced – hence the name “apple-green effect”. This spectral shift appears to be caused by several factors, including purely physical ones (Howie et al., 2009). One of them is also the Cotton effect, where the emission of polarized light is preferentially concentrated near the edges of the Congo red absorption spectrum (Benditt et al., 1970). Additionally, a major cause of the observed changes in emission spectrum of Congo red may be attributed to variability in its absorption spectrum. This concerns both, the intensity of absorption and the placement of maxima in the UV and visual bands, which vary significantly depending on conditions, ultimately affecting the emission spectrum of the dye (Fig. 12). This remarkable variability may be explained by massive delocalization of electrons in supramolecular Congo red.

When using matrices which are either capable or incapable of binding Congo red (polyvinyl alcohol, dextran) and inducing complexation of the dye, we may model the spectral shift phenomenon. This is done by exerting mechanical pressure upon a sample placed on a microscopic slide. The sample may be pre-dried, which does not entirely negate its plasticity. Applying gentle pressure with a blunt metal or glass tool which is slowly dragged across the slide forces the scaffold fibers (together with the complexed Congo red) to adopt a parallel arrangement. As a result, the pressure path becomes optically active under polarized light (Hough et al., 2009), which – in the case of polyvinyl alcohol – manifests itself as a green emission but in most cases is shifted towards yellow or blue regions (Fig. 13). When dextran is used as a scaffold, this effect becomes difficult to evoke. It seems that the supramolecular character of Congo red is primarily responsible for its affinity toward amyloids, as well as for the observed spectral effects. At greater concentrations, Congo red begins to exhibit new properties, which are evidenced by increased acidity and spectral phenomena. Both are driven by increased mobility of electrons, with acidification corresponding to areas from which electrons have migrated away.

A reversed effect is observed when Congo red forms complexes with carbon nanotubes. In the course of complexation, nanotubes become soluble and the resulting spectrum resembles one which is characteristic for Congo red in an acidic environment (Fig. 14). Here, nanotubes supply additional electrons to the complexed supramolecular structure of Congo red, counteracting their tendency to dissociate protons from sulfonic groups and instead enabling protons to bind to amino groups (Jagusiak et al., 2018; Sghaier et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2015).

These observations indicate that the supramolecular characteristics of Congo red play a key role in all of the listed interactions.

CONCLUSIONS

Due to its symmetry and planar structure, Congo red is capable of self-association and forms ribbon-like micelles. At relatively low concentrations these micelles consist of several molecules; however, at higher concentrations longer micelles may form.

Association occurs primarily through interactions of aromatic rings in the central part of the molecule (benzidine derivatives). Face-to-face contact ensures coherence
of π-electrons – thus, as the micelle grows, significant delocalization becomes possible, giving rise to a ring current phenomenon. This process polarizes the micelle and alters the pK of its polar groups. Changes in acidity are not, however, the sole evidence of micellar properties. Further confirmation is provided by UV analysis. In the 300–400 nm wave length area the absorption remarkably increases, nonlinearly with the increase of the dye concentration, revealing the emergent new properties of elongated ribbons. Variability is also observed in the position of UV and visual absorption bands on the wavelength scale.

This effect is likely due to changeable mutual orientation of the self-assembling Congo red molecules and subsequent rings’ contact. Changes in the absorption spectrum have a trickle-down effect on the emission spectrum of Congo red in complex with amyloids.

The presented effects are up to now explained on the physical grounds, in particular by anomalous dispersion of the refractive index (Howie et al., 2009). It seems, however, that chemical factors also play an important role – notably in the context of spectral changes produced by possibly strong delocalization of electrons in the supramolecular Congo red organization.
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